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Introduction
Preeclampsia is a complex pregnancy-specific disorder characterized by the onset of
maternal hypertension and proteinuria.1,2 This multifactorial disorder complicates 2-8% of US
deliveries and is a major cause of maternal and fetal morbidity and mortality.3 Preeclamptic
pregnancies are associated with long-term outcomes for both the mother and offspring. Stroke,
cardiovascular disease, diabetes, and premature mortality are linked to preeclampsia in affected
mothers later in life, as well as higher blood pressure and increased risk of stroke in offspring.4-8
The heritability of preeclampsia is estimated at about 55%, with contributions from both
maternal and fetal genes.9 While the etiology of preeclampsia remains poorly understood, there
are ongoing efforts to better understand the disease mechanisms and its genetic underpinnings
with the eventual goal of prevention and early detection.10 Given that preeclampsia is a complex
disease influenced by multiple genes and environmental factors, this remains a challenge.
Understanding the effects of disease-associated variants on protein function can provide insight
into the functional relationships between genotype and disease-associated phenotypes.
By investigating the potential structural effects and protein-protein interaction networks,
we can identify candidates for further functional study and experimental validation. Here, we
examine the structural effects of genetic variants and their associations with preeclampsia,
identifying preeclampsia-associated genes and their protein products, and mapping pathogenic
variants on these protein structures. Variants were analyzed on both individual structural and
protein-protein interaction levels to identify whether the resulting effects are associated with
pathogenesis in preeclampsia. Existing literature was searched to find previously known
information on genes in relation to preeclampsia as well as how their respective protein
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structures function on a molecular level, which can be informative in predicting how a specific
variant will affect function.

Methods and Materials
Variant filtration
Whole-exome sequencing data came from a case-control study for preeclampsia at the
Women & Infants Hospital in Providence, Rhode Island. This patient cohort includes 143
carefully phenotyped patients: 61 preeclamptic mothers with severe features and 82
controls. 528,631 variants were identified with a depth of coverage greater than 10x. Among
these, 747 variants in 679 genes were considered pathogenic and included for further
investigation (Fig. 1). Variants were considered pathogenic if they were rare with EXACT minor
allele frequencies below 0.05, considered deleterious both by SIFT and PolyPhen, and had
CADD-Phred scores greater than or equal to 30 (indicating the variant is amongst the top 0.1%
of deleterious variants).11-13

Figure 1: Filtration of variants (depth of coverage > 10)
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Accession number annotation
NCBI protein database accession numbers were annotated for each variant using
reference SNP RSIDs. In order to find RSIDs for all variants, chromosomal positions were
converted from GRCh37 to GRCh38 using UCSC Genome Browser Liftover.14 RSIDs were
identified based on the GRCh38 position using dbSNP advanced search.15 Some of the RS
numbers (found from the chromosomal position) were associated with multiple distinct amino
acid changes. VCF files were consulted to find the allele change (exact variant) and the
corresponding amino acid change was identified using dbSNP. Using RSID lookup in RefSNP
from dbSNP variation services (https://api.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/variation/v0/), associated NP
accession numbers for each variant were identified. In most cases, there was only one associated
NP number returned by RefSNP for each variant. For some of the variants, however, RefSNP
returned multiple NP numbers. In order to decide which NP number to use, we cross-referenced
with the HUGO Gene Nomenclature Committee (HGNC) database and GenBank.16,17 For a
variant associated with multiple NP numbers, the corresponding NM accession number was
located in the HUGO Gene Nomenclature Committee (HGNC) database. The NM number found
in HGNC was then queried in GenBank to find the associated NP number.

Protein mapping and domains
Each variant’s associated NP number was queried in the NCBI Protein database and the
protein domain whose “Region” included the amino acid substitution position was included as
the domain. UniProt and Interpro were also consulted for domain information.18,19
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Identifying genes associated with preeclampsia
679 genes containing 747 pathogenic variants from the patient cohort were compared to
genes found in Database for Preeclampsia (dbPEC) in order to identify variants most likely to be
relevant to preeclampsia.20 Among these patient cohort genes, 27 were found to be preeclampsiarelated in dbPEC (Fig. 2). FASTA files and sequences were obtained for each of these 27 filtered
genes and then run in Protein BLAST using the Protein Data Bank proteins database (without
limiting results to Homo sapiens) in order to build structural models.21 Of the 27 genes, 15
returned an alignment that covered the variant and had at least 50% percent identity. The PDB
IDs of suitable protein structures were noted for use in subsequent modeling. If multiple results
met this criterion, the alignment with the highest percent identity was chosen.

Figure 2: Identification of genes associated with preeclampsia
*dbPEC Obstet Gynecol 123(6):1155-61, 2014.
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3D Protein Modeling
SWISS-MODEL was used to build structural protein models.22 The original sequence
(without variants) was queried to build a native protein model using the PDB that covers the
variant position. An altered sequence including the variant was created and the resulting new
protein structure with the variant. Protein structures were visualized using UCSF Chimera, which
allows for visualization between specific residues.23 The location of the variant in the protein
structure was investigated for structural differences and potential effects on protein function.

Protein-protein interactions
Proteinarium was used for visualization and analysis of protein-protein networks and
interactions for the 15 genes of interest.24 Proteinarium is a protein-protein interaction network
visualization and analysis tool that is built by mapping proteins onto the interactome provided by
STRING database.25 Stringent criteria using a maximum path length of two allows for a
maximum of one imputed gene between interacting input genes. Of the 15 genes from the patient
cohort, 8 were included in the resulting protein-protein interaction network, each connected to
another by a single imputed gene (a gene that was not found in the patient cohort).

Literature search
Literature searches were performed to find existing information on genes in relation to
preeclampsia as well as how their respective protein structures function on a molecular level.
This can be informative in predicting how a specific variant will affect function.
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Software and databases
Analyses were performed using R version 3.3.2 (2016-10-31) and R package
tidyverse_1.2.1. The rentrez_1.2.1 package was used for dbSNP query (https://cran.rproject.org/web/packages/rentrez/vignettes/rentrez_tutorial.html). The jsonlite_1.5 package
(https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/jsonlite/index.html) was used to parse JSON files
returned by RefSNP.

Results and Discussion
We concentrated our investigation on the 8 genes that were included in the resulting
protein-protein interaction network. We considered both the functional effects of identified
variants and their structural effects. As it was part of the filtering during selection, each of the
variants we studied further had significant predicted pathogenicity scores (Table 1).

Protein-Protein Interaction Network

Figure 3: Protein-protein interaction network with maximum path length of two.
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Proteinarium is a protein-protein interaction network visualization and analysis tool that is built
by mapping proteins onto the interactome provided by STRING database.24 Using a maximum
path length of two, fifteen preeclampsia-related genes were input to Proteinarium, outputting two
networks (Figure 3). Of the fifteen genes originally input (from the patient cohort, shown in red
above), eight ended up in the resulting networks, interacting through seven imputed genes (not in
the cohort, shown in yellow in Fig. 3). Network A is the smaller three-membered network, and
Network B is the larger, 12-gene network. Network A includes two genes from the patient
cohort, FLNB and TGFBI, interacting with imputed gene ITGB1. Network B includes six genes
from the patient cohort (IL12B, HIF1A, FLT1, SEMA3C, HK2, PMM2). P4HB, MPI, NRP1,
LDHA, PIK3R1, and VEGFA are imputed genes of Network B. HK2 expression is regulated by
HIF1-ɑ.26 HK2, PMM2, and MPI are involved in fructose and mannose metabolism pathways.2729

Functional
FLNB
Two pathogenic variants in FLNB were found in the patient cohort. The first (rs143831841) is
NP_001448.2:p.Phe1411Leu which results in a non-synonymous substitution of phenylalanine
for leucine at position 1411. The second (rs111330368) NP_001448.2:p.Gly1262Ala was a nonsynonymous substitution of glycine for alanine at position 1262. As can be seen in Table 1, both
of these variants were associated with significant pathogenicity scores (Table 1).

FLNB encodes the filamin B protein, a cytoplasmic protein that helps to regulate cytoskeleton
structure and activity. Human filamins are 280-kDa proteins involved in cross-linking actin into
three-dimensional networks.30,31 The filamin monomer contains an N-terminal actin binding
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domain, which is followed by a series of 24 -sheet repeats that have a role in protein-protein
interaction and bind many cytoplasmic and transmembrane proteins.

Phe1411 lies on the Filamin 12 repeat and Gly1262 on the Filamin 11 repeat.19 These are among the
regions in FLNB, including repeats 10 through 13, that bind to FBLP-1 (filamin-binding LIM
protein-1), a protein that has been identified as a key regulator of bone homeostasis.32,33

TGFBI (βig-h3)
Variant NP_000349.1:p.Pro501Thr (rs121909212) was found in our cohort which results in a
non-synonymous substitution of proline for threonine at position 501 and was associated with
significant pathogenicity scores (Table 1). The VCF file contained a chr5:135391459C>A
substitution, corresponding to a p.Pro501Thr amino acid change. Pro501 lies on the FAS1-4
domain.34 Variant P501T has been previously been implicated in LCD IIIA corneal dystrophy,
with the wild-type residue functioning in inter-domain surface interactions.35

TGFBI (also known as beta ig h3) codes for the human protein transforming growth factor beta
induced (TGFBI), which becomes part of the extracellular matrix.36 TGFBI interacts with
integrins and is involved in several physiopathological conditions, including wound healing,
angiogenesis, cancer, and inflammatory diseases.37,38 It is a major component of the human
cornea and is associated with post-natal corneal development and maturation.39,40 TGFBI is an
RGD-containing protein that binds to type I, II, and IV collagens. The RGD motif serves as a
ligand recognition sequence for several integrins. The protein is induced by transforming growth
factor-beta and acts to inhibit cell adhesion. The TGFBI protein (TGFBIp) contains four
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evolutionarily conserved fasciclin-1 (FAS1) domains and a carboxy-terminal Arg-Gly-Asp
(RGD) sequence.41,42 The FAS1 domains mediate cell adhesion through an interaction with
alpha3/beta1 integrin.43 The cooperative action of multiple FAS1 domains and the RGD motif in
circulating TGFBI can inhibit vascular endothelial cell movement, tumor angiogenesis, and
tumor growth through interactions with v3 integrin.44

FLT1
Variant NP_002010.2:p.Arg1060Gln (rs753623232) was found in the patient cohort and
associated with significant pathogenicity scores (Table 1). FLT1, also known as Fms Related
Tyrosine Kinase 1 or VEGFR-1, encodes a member of the vascular endothelial growth factor
receptor (VEGFR) family. VEGFR-1 is one of three members (VEGFR-1/Flt-1, VEGFR2/KDR/Flk-1, VEGFR-3/Flt-4) in the VEGF receptor family, which bind to VEGFs, which are
involved in angiogenesis, vasculogenesis, and de novo formation of vessels.45-48 Members of this
family are receptor tyrosine kinases (RTKs) that contain an extracellular ligand-binding region
with seven immunoglobulin (Ig)-like domains, a transmembrane segment, and a tyrosine kinase
(TK) domain within the cytoplasmic domain. The FLT1 protein binds to VEGFR-A, VEGFR-B
and placental growth factor and plays an important role in angiogenesis and vasculogenesis. It
may play an essential role as a negative regulator of embryonic angiogenesis by inhibiting
excessive proliferation of endothelial cells. The VEGFR-1 protein contains seven Ig-like
domains in the extracellular region and a tyrosine kinase domain with a long kinase insert.45 It
has been widely implicated in preeclampsia. Elevated circulating levels early in pregnancy have
been associated with greater risk of subsequent development of preeclampsia.49 Through its
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antiangiogenic effects it likely interferes with placental angiogenesis resulting in the shallow
invasion and local hypoxia associated with this disorder.50

Arg1060 is found on the catalytic protein tyrosine kinase domain.18,19 The tyrosine kinase
domain transduces signals for endothelial cells.45

SEMA3C
Variant NP_006370.1:p.Val321Ala (rs140244551) in SEMA3C was found in the patient cohort
with significant pathogenicity scores (Table 1). SEMA3C encodes a secreted glycoprotein that
belongs to the semaphorin class 3 family of neuronal guidance cues, containing an N-terminal
sema domain, integrin and immunoglobulin-like domains, and a C-terminal basic domain.36
SEMA3C is required for normal cardiovascular development during embryogenesis.19 It has
been shown to increase cell proliferation and migration, as well as promote integrin signaling
and VEGF secretion in endothelial cells.51 NRP1 and NRP2 are among the receptors to
SEMA3C which activate VEGFR signaling.52

Val321 is in the conserved 500 amino acid Sema domain, a ligand-receptor interaction module
located at the N terminus.19,53 It contains 4 disulfide bonds formed by eight conserved cysteine
residues, and serves as a receptor-recognition and -binding module.54
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HIF1A
Variant NP_001521.1:p.Glu261Lys (rs540883086) was found in the patient cohort (Table
1). HIF1A codes for the alpha subunit of the hypoxia-inducible factor-1 (HIF-1) transcription
factor. HIF-1 is one of three HIF- proteins (HIF-1, HIF-2, HIF-3) that mediate the
adaptive transcriptional response to hypoxia and heterodimerize with the aryl hydrocarbon
receptor nuclear translocator (ARNT) in order to function as productive transcription factors.55-59
The HIF- proteins function as the oxygen-sensitive regulatory subunits of HIF--ARNT
heterodimers, and HIF-1 specifically is critical for the oxygen stress response.55,60 It helps to
regulate homeostatic response to hypoxia by activating transcription of other genes with roles in
energy metabolism, angiogenesis, apoptosis, and others that aid in metabolic adaptation to
hypoxia. It plays an important role in embryonic vascularization, tumor angiogenesis, and
pathophysiology of ischemic disease.36 It is a major regulator of trophoblast differentiation,
which are the cells in placenta that facilitate the transport of nutrients, gases, and wastes between
the mother and fetus.61

Glu261 is part of the PAS-B C domain and is aligned with Glu263 from HIF-2.62 The
neighboring amino acid, L262 in HIF-1, is a cancer (malignant melanoma) related mutation
found in the same domain, with a possible role of internal stability.

IL12B
Variant NP_002178.2:p.Val298Phe (rs3213119) was found in the patient cohort with significant
pathogenicity scores (Table 1). IL12B encodes the 40 kD receptor like subunit of interleukin 12,
a cytokine that acts on T and natural killer cells and plays an important role in cell-mediated
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immunity.63 Interleukin 12 is a disulfide-linked heterodimer composed of the 40 kD cytokine
receptor like subunit encoded by this gene, and a 35kD subunit encoded by IL12A.36 The IL12p40 subunit can also combine with a different subunit to form IL-23.64 Alterations in proinflammatory cytokines have been widely implicated in the pathogenesis of preeclampsia.65

Val298 is in the “FN3”, or Fibronectin type-III, domain.19 This is one of the three types of internal
repeats found in the plasma protein fibronectin.54

HK2
Variant NP_000180.2p.Ala836Thr (rs147555773) in the HK2 gene was found in the patient
cohort with significant pathogenicity scores (Table 1). Hexokinase-2 (HK2) is an enzyme
encoded by the HK2 gene that catalyzes the phosphorylation of glucose as the first functionally
irreversible reaction in the glycolytic pathway.26 Ala836 is in the hexokinase 2 C-terminal
domain.19

PMM2
Variant NP_000294.1:p.Arg123Gln (rs141498002) in the PMM2 gene was found in the patient
cohort with significant pathogenicity scores (Table 1). PMM2 is a member of the haloalkanoate
dehalogenase superfamily (HADSF) containing four conserved sequence motifs.66

Phosphomannomutase 2 (PMM2), is an enzyme encoded by the PMM2 gene that catalyzes the
mutase reaction providing mannose 1-phosphate (Man-1-P), essential for protein glycosylation.67
Man-1-P is an important intermediate for the N-linked polysaccharide synthesis pathway as a
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precursor to GDP-mannose.68 In post-translational protein glycosylation, the mannose moiety is
transferred from GDP-mannose to the growing oligosaccharide chain in the endoplasmic
reticulum.69 The PMM isozymes (PMM1 and PMM2) also have a “cap” domain between motifs
2 and 3 made of four alpha-helices and a four-stranded antiparallel beta-sheet.66,70

Arg123 lies on the cap domain of phosphomannomutase 2. The cap domain dissociates from the
core domain, allowing the substrate to bind, and then associates to seal the active site from
aqueous solvent.71,72

Table 1: Variants in 8 preeclampsia-associated genes from patient cohort. Chromosomal
positions were based on the hg19 build.
Gene

Variant

FLNB

Chromosomal
position
chr3:58116478

MAF

p.Phe1411Leu

RefSNP
accession
rs143831841

PolyPhen2
HDIV
0.999

SIFT

0.0007

CADD
Phred
35

FLNB

chr3:58110119

p.Gly1262Ala

rs111330368

0.0055

33

1

0

TGFBI

chr5:135391459

p.Pro501Thr

rs121909212

0.0003

31

1

0.01

FLT1

chr13:28893667

p.Arg1060Gln

rs753623232

1.77E-05

33

1

0.02

SEMA3C

chr7:80430097

p.Val321Ala

rs140244551

0.0038

31

0.97

0

HIF1A

chr14:62199143

p.Glu261Lys

rs540883086

8.28E-06

34

0.999

0

IL12B

chr5:158743788

p.Val298Phe

rs3213119

0.0206

35

0.978

0.01

HK2

chr2:75116502

p.Ala836Thr

rs147555773

2.49E-05

33

1

0

PMM2

chr16:8904956

p.Arg123Gln

rs141498002

0.0001

36

0.998

0

0
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Structural
FLNB
p.Phe1411Leu was modeled using Protein Data Bank accession code 2DI9_A. This
position lies on a beta sheet, with relatively close proximity to Ala1333 (~3.959 Å) and Leu1338
(~3.863 Å). The wild-type amino acid, Phe, is an aromatic, hydrophobic amino acid. It is fairly
non-reactive, and therefore rarely directly involved in protein function, although it can play a
role in substrate recognition.73 It has a molecular weight of 165.2 g/mol.74 The variant amino
acid, Leu, is ~3.703 Å from Ala1333 and ~3.826 and ~2.972 Å from Leu1338 (variant Leu
pictured in red in Fig. 4B). The variant amino acid, leucine (MW: 131.2 g/mol) is an aliphatic,
hydrophobic amino acid.73
A

B

Figure 4: FLNB amino acid position 1411 and distances from nearby neighboring amino acids.
(A) Wild-type associated amino acid, Phe. (B) Variant associated amino acid, Leu.

p.Gly1262Ala was modeled using PDB accession 2DIB_A. As a small residue (75.07
g/mol), it does not protrude far into space. Glycine has hydrogen as its side chain, lending itself
to conformational flexibility that allows it to reside in tight turns in structures that other amino
acids wouldn’t. It can also play a distinct functional role, for example using its sidechain-less
backbone to bind to phosphates.73 The variant amino acid, alanine (MW: 89.09 g/mol) is nonpolar and generally non-reactive, rarely directly involved in protein function. It is closer to
16

Asp1284 (~2.605 Å) than Glycine was. Gly1262 corresponds to Gly55 in Chain A on PDBsum,
which has previously been indicated as a human variant residue.75 The introduction of the
variant, Alanine, rotates the structure such that Ala55 is 2.71 Å away from nearby Thr52.

TGFBI (βig-h3)
p.Pro501Thr was modeled using PDB accession 5NV6_1A (Fig. 5). p.Pro501Thr changes
a nonpolar residue to polar residue. Proline (MW: 115.13 g/mol) has a 5-membered nitrogencontaining ring, and is less flexible than other amino acids. It is often found in very tight turns in
protein structures and is important in producing bends in a peptide chain. It is aliphatic and
hydrophobic, and rarely involved in protein active or binding sites.73 Variant amino acid
Threonine (MW: 119.12 g/mol) is slightly polar. While most amino acids only have one nonhydrogen substituent attached to their C-beta carbon, threonine contains two, leading to more
bulkiness near the protein backbone and therefore restricting the conformations that the main
chain can adopt. The FAS1-4 domain and the RGD motif are part of the carboxy-terminus of
TGFBI.

Figure 5: Pro501 in TGFBI (PDB accession 5NV6_1A) is highlighted in green.
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FLT1 (VEGFR1)
p.Arg1060Leu was modeled using PDB accession 3HNG. Wild-type Arg1060 is
relatively close to Arg1055 on the opposite side of the loop (~4.503 Å), and Tyr1048 (~4.414 Å).
It is not on a beta sheet or alpha helix (Fig. 6). Arginine (MW: 174.2 g/mol) is basic, positively
charged and polar, while the variant amino acid, leucine (MW: 131.2 g/mol) is a smaller
aliphatic, hydrophobic amino acid. This change in charge and physical and chemical properties
could affect molecular interactions and stability, for which further molecular dynamics
simulations may prove useful.

Figure 6: FLT1 (VEGFR1) position 1060 (PDB ID 3HNG). Amino acid without variant, Arg
(green) and amino acid with variant, Leu (red). Closest neighboring amino acids in grey.
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SEMA3C
Semaphorins have a 500‒amino acid semaphorin domain that folds into a seven-bladed βpropeller. This domain is critical to protein-protein interactions between semaphorins and their
receptors including neuropilins (NRPs) and plexins (PLXNs).76 A SEMA3C homology model
was constructed using the one of the monomers from the SEMA3A dimer complex, PDB ID
4GZ8_1A.77 This model was used to visualize p.Val321Ala, which lies on a beta sheet (Fig. 7).

The wild-type amino acid Valine (MW: 117.15 g/mol) is an aliphatic, hydrophobic amino
acid. It is C-beta branched, making it bulkier near the protein backbone.73 Valine prefers to lie
within beta-sheets, as seen in this case, rather than adopt an alpha-helical conformation. The
variant amino acid, Alanine (MW: 89.09 g/mol) is non-polar and generally non-reactive. The
protrusion of these amino acids into space does not appear to differ significantly.

Figure 7: SEMA3C position 321 (PDB ID 4GZ8_1A). Amino acid without variant, Valine
(green) and amino acid with variant, Alanine (red).
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HIF1A
PDB ID 4ZPR_1B was used to model HIF1A and visualize p.Glu261Lys. Glu261 is
found on the surface of the protein (Fig. 8A). The wild-type amino acid, Glutamate (MW: 146.12
g/mol), is a large, negatively charged, polar amino acid. The variant amino acid, Lysine (MW:
146.19 g/mol) is basic, positively charged, and polar. The change from negative to positive
charge could have effects on protein stability or interactions.
A

B

Figure 8: HIF1A position 261 (PDB ID 4ZPR_1B). (A) Glutamate at position 261 is on the
surface. (B) Amino acid without variant, Glutamate (green) and amino acid with variant,
Lysine (red).

IL12B
PDB ID 4GRW_1B was used for modeling. Val298 lies on a beta sheet. It lies relatively
close to Val289 (~3.753 Å) and Val275 (~4.416 Å). The variant replaces Valine with
Phenylalanine, which extends closer to these nearby amino acids, with ~2.283 Å to Val289 and
~2.714 Å to Val275 (Fig. 9). The wild-type amino acid Valine (MW: 117.15 g/mol) is an
aliphatic, hydrophobic amino acid. The variant amino acid Phe (MW: 165.19 g/mol) is aromatic
and hydrophobic.
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A

Val275

B

Val275
Val289

C

Val275
Val289

Val289

Figure 9: IL12B position 298 (PDB ID 4GRW_1B) and nearby amino acids, Val289 and Val275
(shown in gray). (A) Amino acid without variant, Val, in green. (B) Amino acid with variant,
Phe. (C) Both amino acids.

HK2
Protein Data Bank accession code 5HEX was used for modeling. The amino acid with the
wild type allele, alanine (MW: 89.09 g/mol), is hydrophobic, uncharged, and non-polar. The
amino acid with the variant, threonine (MW: 119.12 g/mol), is also uncharged. The original
amino acid, Ala836 lies on an alpha helix, but it is difficult for threonine to adopt an alphahelical conformation (Fig. 10). Threonine is slightly polar, but has two non-hydrogen
substituents, which contributes to more bulkiness near the protein backbone and restricts the
conformations that the main chain can adopt. This change may have steric effects.

Figure 10: HK2 position 836 (PDB ID 5HEX). (A) Amino acid without variant, Ala, in green.
(B) Amino acid with variant, Thr. (C) Both amino acids.
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PMM2
Protein Data Bank accession code 6CFT was used for modeling. Structurally, Arg123 is
oriented spatially in the same direction as the large neighboring amino acids, including Glu121,
Met126, and Asn128 (Fig. 11). Arg123 in ɑ-PMM2 is a conserved residue in a region of the cap
domain that would contact the core domain and contains many positively charged residues.78 In
isozyme PMM1, the paralog amino acid Arg132 is involved in Man-1-P binding, which along
with Asp190 holds the C-2 hydroxyl. Arg132 directly contacts the substrate. The Man-1-P-bound
structure of paralog PMM1 shows that Arg132 of ɑ-PMM1 (similar to Arg123 in ɑ-PMM2)
makes direct interactions with the C-2 hydroxyl of Man-1-P.78 Mutations at this position would
be likely to affect substrate binding. The wild-type amino acid, Arginine (MW: 174.2 g/mol) is a
positively charged, polar amino acid. The variant amino acid, Glutamine (MW: 146.14 g/mol),
while also polar, is uncharged. This change in charge could affect substrate binding.

Asn128
Met126

Met126

Met126

Asn128

Asn128

Glu121
Glu121

Glu121

Figure 11: PMM2 position 123 (PDB ID 6CFT) with nearby amino acids Glu121, Met126, and
Asn128 (in gray). (A) Amino acid without variant, Arg, in green. (B) Amino acid with variant,
Gln. (C) Both amino acids.
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Associations of identified variants with Preeclampsia
FLNB
FLNB was found to be upregulated in placentas obtained from women with severe
preeclampsia.79 Filamin B is concentrated mainly in endothelial cells.80 It has a role in
facilitating endothelial cell migration following VEGF stimulation, which is an essential process
for angiogenesis, or the formation of new blood vessels from preexisting vasculature. Disruption
of filamin B function is associated with loss of the proangiogenic effect of VEGF in 3D collagen
gels and inhibition of cell migration.80 In preeclampsia, placental anti-angiogenic factors are
upregulated and released into the maternal circulation, disrupting the maternal endothelium and
resulting in hypertension, proteinuria, and other features of preeclampsia.81,82

DNA methylation, the covalent addition of a methyl group to a cytosine, can regulate gene
expression and has been studied in the placenta.83-85 The placenta allows for the exchange of
nutrients, gases, and wastes between the maternal and fetal circulations. In the placenta,
trophoblasts are epithelial cells that are thought to originate from trophoblast stem cells and are
essential for function. Impaired trophoblast differentiation is associated with preeclampsia.86
CpG islands are short interspersed DNA sequences that are GC-rich, CpG-rich, predominantly
nonmethylated and can serve as sites of transcription initiation.87 CpG methylation is involved in
trophoblast differentiation, but is likely not the only regulatory process involved in this process.88
In a study of differentially methylated CpGs in early-onset pre-eclampsia and control placental
samples, CpGs in FLNB showed negative correlation between DNA methylation and gene
expression.89 FLNB variants in our cohort are located in chromosome 3, positions 58116478 and
58110119. The CpG island nearest to these variants lies on chr3:58109101-58109369,
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approximately 750 bp away from these variants. These variants are therefore within a CpG shore
region. Of the variants analyzed in this study, these variants in FLNB are the only ones close to a
CpG island and in a CpG island shore region. Within this nearby FLNB CpG island is the
cg06313433 probe, which was found to be significantly differentially methylated between
clusters of transcriptional subtypes of preeclampsia (a “canonical” PE cluster, including
modifications in TGF-beta signaling, cell adhesion, oxidative phosphorylation, and a clinically
healthier cluster).14,90

TGFBI (βig-h3)
TGFBI has been found in urinary excretion of preeclamptic patients and may be involved
in kidney pathology associated with preeclampsia.91 TGFBI shows anti-angiogenic activity,
which is 100-fold greater than that of the FAS1 domain alone, indicating that anti-angiogenic
activity is enhanced by the cooperative conformation of FAS1 domains and the RGD motif.44
TGFBI effectively inhibits vascular endothelial cell movement, tumor angiogenesis, and tumor
growth through direct interactions of the FAS1 domains with ɑvβ3 integrin. The variant from the
patient cohort, p.Pro501Thr, is located on the FAS1-4 domain and has previously been
implicated in corneal dystrophy, with the wild-type amino acid at this position playing a role in
inter-domain surface interactions. Similarly, it is possible the introduction of a different amino
acid at this position could impact these inter-domain surface interactions in the cooperative
conformation that influences angiogenic activity.
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FLT1 (VEGFR1)
Flt1 (VEGFR-1) is a membrane spanning receptor for vascular endothelial growth factor
and placenta growth factor, and is essential for normal placental vascular development. sFlt-1, a
soluble form of VEGFR-1, is expressed in trophoblasts and negatively regulates angiogenesis as
an antiangiogenic factor. Patients with preeclampsia have been reported to have abnormally high
levels of sFlt-1 in serum and plasma, resulting from placental hypoxia.49,81 Increased levels of
sFlt-1 trap circulating vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) and decrease their free levels,
which can lead to endothelial dysfunction and an anti-angiogenic state, leading to preeclamptic
features. Failure of placental angiogenesis during early development has been linked to the
pathogenesis of preeclampsia.92

SEMA3C
Sema3C has been reported to inhibit angiogenesis by signaling via Nrp1 and Plexin D1.93
Neuropilin-1 (NP-1) was first identified as a semaphorin receptor involved in neuron guidance.
Subsequent studies demonstrated that NP-1 also binds an isoform of vascular endothelial growth
factor (VEGF) as well as several VEGF homologs, suggesting that NP-1 may also function in
angiogenesis.94 Sema3C inhibits VEGF-promoted endothelial cell survival, adhesion, and
migration during angiogenesis by causing rearrangement of the actin cytoskeleton, breakdown of
adherens junctions, and impairment of focal adhesion formation. Sema3C can act as an antiangiogenic agent through inhibition of endothelial junction integrity and focal adhesion with the
extracellular matrix.93
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HIF1A
HIF-1ɑ has been found to be overexpressed in women with preeclampsia, resulting in
upregulation of antiangiogenic factors sFLT-1, soluble endoglin-1 (sENG-1), and endothelin-1
and leading to preeclamptic manifestations.95 Upregulation of sENG and endothelin following
placental hypoxia is likely mediated in part by HIF-1ɑ. HIF-1ɑ is a critical molecular mediator of
placental development and regulates trophoblast differentiation.96 Prolonged expression of HIF1ɑ in trophoblast cells of the placenta resulted in pregnancy-specific placental disorganization
and inhibition of trophoblast differentiation with endothelial dysfunction.61

IL12B
Plasma IL-12 has been detected more frequently in preeclamptic patients, suggesting the
involvement of this cytokine in the enhanced immune response observed in preeclampsia. 97A
methylation study done using neonatal umbilical cord blood from infants born at <34 weeks due
to early onset preeclampsia found hyper-methylation of IL12B.98 This corresponded with other
findings that preeclampsia patients had significantly less IL-12 in villous trophoblasts and less
IL-12 secretion from decidua.99,100 Taken together, this suggests that IL12B is repressed at the
gene expression level in cord blood cells.

HK2
HK2 is important for endometrial decidualization, a process of endometrial stromal cell
proliferation and differentiation.101 Endometrial decidualization plays a significant role in
embryo implantation and maintenance of pregnancy, as it can regulate trophoblast invasion,
uterine spiral artery remodeling, and placental formation.102-104 Defective decidualization may
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contribute to preeclampsia by impairment of early stages of placental invasion and
development.105 Downregulation of HK2 was shown to inhibit human endometrial stromal cells
proliferation and differentiation.101 HK2 stimulates glucose uptake and lactate production of
human endometrial stromal cells. Reduced expression may contribute to the occurrence and
development of preeclampsia by suppressing glycolysis and impairing decidualization. HK2 was,
however, found to be upregulated in placentas obtained from women with severe preeclampsia
compared to controls.79

PMM2
PMM2 catalyzes the mutase reaction providing mannose 1-phosphate (Man-1-P). Man-1P is an important intermediate for the N-linked polysaccharide synthesis pathway as a precursor
to GDP-mannose and is essential for protein glycosylation. One study identified genes with
differentially methylated CpG sites (between normal pregnant and preeclamptic women) and
mapped these genes to gene ontology for molecular functions and biological processes.106 GDPmannose metabolic process and GDP-mannose 4,6-dehydratase activity were among the gene
ontologies pertinent to the pathophysiology of preeclampsia and were found to be
overrepresented in preeclamptic blood vessels. Deficiency of phosphomannomutase (PMM2) is
the most common congenital disorder of glycosylation. PMM2 deficiency results in
hypoglycosylation of various glycoproteins and other glycoconjugates, leading to congenital
disorder of glycosylation type Ia (CDG-Ia).107 In one case study, congenital disorder of
glycosylation type Ia (CDG-Ia) was identified as the underlying fetal disease in mirror
syndrome.108 Mirror syndrome (fetal hydrops with subsequent edema in the pregnant woman) is
considered to be a subset of preeclampsia and may progress into severe preeclampsia if left
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untreated.109 Severe preeclampsia is associated with inflammation and aberrant plasma
glycosylation patterns, which promotes monocyte adhesion.110 Further experimental
investigation may help to elucidate the role of glycosylation and mannose metabolism in the
pathogenesis of preeclampsia.

Conclusion
We identified genetic variants in a whole exome sequencing study of patients with severe
preeclampsia. We applied strict filters for pathogenicity to select candidates for prediction of
structural effects. We then mapped and modeled these pathogenic variants in eight proteins that
were known to be coded for by preeclampsia-associated genes: filamin B (FLNB), transforming
growth factor beta induced (TGFBI/βig-h3), vascular endothelial growth factor receptor 1/fmslike tyrosine kinase (VEGFR1/FLT1), semaphorin 3C (SEMA3C), hypoxia inducible factor 1
subunit alpha (HIF1A), interleukin 12B (IL12B), hexokinase 2 (HK2), and phosphomannomutase
2 (PMM2). These proteins are involved in a wide range of biological processes and pathways,
including angiogenesis, TGF-, and VEGF-signaling pathways. Previous genetic studies of
preeclampsia have identified genes implicated in angiogenesis, invasion, oxidative stress, and
inflammation. These processes are implicated in the genes investigated in this study as well.111 A
previous case-control whole exome sequencing study for preeclampsia identified genes
significantly enriched for rare predicted deleterious variants.112 Individually, none of these genes
found to be significant in the univariate analysis were included among the 27 preeclampsiaassociated genes identified in our study. Out of 27 preeclampsia-related genes in our cohort,
variants in NEK11, FLNB, PMM2, APC, VEGFC, TTN, ABCA4 are genes associated with
coagulopathy (blood coagulation disorder), a clinical risk factor for preeclampsia included in
their disease association panel; HK2, FLT1, UCP2, SLC22A3, KIAA1109, PNPLA2 are
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associated with diabetes (diabetes mellitus); SEMA3C, BMP6, IL12B, TGFBI, ABCC3, HIF1A,
TAGLN, STOX1 are associated with hypertension; PAPPA, EML2, ABCA12, SLC16A6, DDIT3,
SH3PXD2A are not included in the disease association panel.112,113

Of the genes reviewed in this study, FLT1/VEGFR1’s role in preeclampsia has been
particularly well-studied in the literature. The variant in this gene, p.Arg1060Leu lies on the
catalytic protein tyrosine kinase domain, which transduces signals for endothelial cells. This
variant results in a change from a basic, polar, positively charged amino acid to a smaller
aliphatic, hydrophobic amino acid. The change in physical and chemical properties may affect
protein stability and interactions in this significant domain. HIF1A’s role in preeclampsia has
also been previously investigated. It encodes hypoxia-inducible factor-1, which is involved in the
hypoxia response and regulation of trophoblast differentiation. The variant from HIF1A,
p.Glu261Lys, results in a change from an acidic to basic amino acid. TGFBI contained a variant
in the FAS1-4 domain, p.Pro501Thr, that has previously been implicated in corneal dystrophy.
The substitution of a cyclic, rigid proline to threonine may have a potential effect on interdomain surface interactions in the cooperative conformation that influences angiogenic activity.

Other genes included in this study have been less well-studied in direct relation to
preeclampsia and its pathophysiology. For example, while FLNB plays a role in endothelial cell
migration and angiogenesis, its direct role in preeclampsia has been little explored. The variants
from this patient cohort in FLNB neighbor a CpG island, lying within a CpG island shore region.
This CpG island contains a probe that has been found to be differentially methylated between
healthier and canonical preeclampsia transcriptional subtype clusters. As CpG methylation is
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involved in trophoblast differentiation, further investigation may be required to see if these
variants affect impaired trophoblast differentiation in preeclampsia. The variants in this gene,
p.Phe1411Leu and p.Gly1262Ala, result in changes from an aromatic to aliphatic amino acid and
a small hydrogen side chain to a larger side chain, respectively. SEMA3C encodes semaphorin
3C, which has been shown to suppress angiogenesis through inhibition of endothelial junction
integrity and focal adhesion with the extracellular matrix via Nrp-1 and PlexinD1 receptors. The
variant from the cohort, p.Val321Ala, is on the semaphorin domain, which is critical to proteinprotein interactions between semaphorins and their receptors including neuropilins (NRPs) and
plexins (PLXNs).76 The variant in PMM2, p.Arg123Gln, has been implicated in PMM2congenital disorder of glycosylation (PMM-CDG) and likely affects substrate binding. PMM2CDG has been identified as the underlying fetal disease in mirror syndrome, a subset of
preeclampsia that can develop into severe preeclampsia if left untreated. Further experimental
investigation could look into the potential role of glycosylation and mannose metabolism in
preeclampsia.

This computational study identified variants in genes previously demonstrated to be
involved in the pathogenesis of preeclampsia. We also identified other preeclampsia-associated
genes for which their exact role in the pathophysiology of preeclampsia is unclear. The variants
we have identified in several of these genes provide plausible mechanistic insights into
preeclampsia and identify opportunities for further experimental validation. Inclusion of genes
and protein products in this study was limited by the availability of existing protein data bank
structures. Molecular dynamics simulations may be helpful in assessing effects of the variant
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amino acid on protein stability. Further experimental studies can help to elucidate the
mechanisms and roles of these genes in preeclampsia-related pathways.
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